


After the PDF copy of the book Niranna Karmaheen was
published on social media in Bengali on April 30, 2020, a
financial fund was formed with the unprecedented co-
operation of the readers. From where food and emer-
gency supplies have been purchased during this period
and are still being used for many endangered people. Our
economy is in turmoil due to corona virus infection and
nationwide lockdown. In this situation, we have taken
initiative to provide scope of employment to the jobless
people.

The PDF copy of the book No Work No Food is priced at
100 Indian rupees and 10 US Dollars. However, this price
is not mandatory. Enjoy the book and share as much as
you like. If you wish, pay the price in the following ac-
count. Half of the accumulated money will be spent di-
rectly on the livelihoods of the poor by providing scope
of employment.

Account Details
Account Name : KRISHNAJIT SENGUPTA
Account No. : 430810310000010
Bank Name : BANK OF INDIA
IFSC Code : BKID0004308
MICR Code : 742013003
eMail : krishnajitsengupta@gmail.com
Bank Address : 46 K P Chattoraj Road,

Berhampore, Murshidabad,
PIN 742101

You may use xoom.com for international payment.

REQUEST
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Introduction

Attacked with an unprecedented disease, man has no work
and is imprisoned at home. The entire country turns still.
Lockdown continues for an indefinite period of time as per
government order. When will the stillness come to an end?
When will people start their work? The plight of those who
are dailywagers andhave tomaintain their families is simply
indescribable. Everyone puts on a mask in apprehension of
virus contamination sensed by the government. The face of
numberless people has gone under the cover of concealment.
But can the mask hide the panic and uncertainty of the
workless people plunged into extreme financial crisis? No,
the question seems to have no answer.
Wherever I castmyglance, emerge theunfed,helpless faces

from behind the mask. Day in and day out the newspaper,
T.V., Internetaskone to remain inside.Maybe, this confinement
with no work to do might prove to be joyous holidays or
peacefulness of a prolonged leisure tomany. They have their
savings and an assurance of returing to work after the
lockdown is over. So long, I have drawn portraits of these
people and countenance of the great men on the occasion of
either their birth-centenary or death-anniversary or some
commemorative events timeandagain. But seldomdid Idraw
the sketches of these sufferingpeoplewith such rapt attention.
In fact, nobody hangs the portrait of thesemasons, rickshaw-
pullers,motor-vanpullers, barbers, carpenters,maid-servants
and hawkers on thewalls of their room. So, I kept them aside
so long in an obvious indifference. But now, I find the face of
all these people having nowork and foodwithout anymask
inmy sketch-book, because I knowyou cannot hide the panic
with anymaskwhatsoever.

Berhampore,Murshidabad Krishnajit Sengupta
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An Explanatory Note

Well, see how I look at the face
of the people in such bad times,
keeping aside the mask of

pseudo-security. I would also request
you to see them. Do you find these
very known appearances with known
expressions, isn�t it? But let me be
very candid I have not sketched
the face of anyone truthfully in the
following series of portraits.

I have concealed their exact identity
by placing someone�s eyes beneath
the forehead of another one, or

someone�s cheeks by the two sides
of another�s lips. While sitting to make

these sketches with pen and ink
I took care so that these workless

and half-fed people are dishonoured
by no means. I have also changed
their names. Nonetheless, I believe

you would recognise them from the sketches.
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Kashem Mandal
He has a tea-stall at the Sudder ferry-services quay. Also

sells bread and ghugni. The ferry-services being
discontinued, the stall is closed.
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Fazal Ali
Sells perched ricewith curry-stuffs in the Lalgola Passenger
train. The train-services having been ceased, he cannot as
well sell the food-stuff even on foot hither and thither.
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Nurul Biswas
Used to paddle a rickshaw earlier. Has been working as a
house-painter for the last five years. But, as of now, no one

is interested in colouring rooms.
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Barik Shaikh
A skilledmason. Now, the construction of buildings being

totally stopped, he finds nowork.
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Nimai, the mad one
A crack-brainedman and awanderer. The hotel at the

bus-stand being closed, he has had no food for a long time.
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Subal Majhi
A boat-man. All the conveyances having been closed due to

lockdown, he cannotmake head or tail of anything.
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Rafia Khatun
She goes to someone�s house on foot crossing fourmiles
daily to attend as amaid-servant. Now, nobody dares to
provide herwith thework for fear of being contaminated.
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Manada Das
She makes perched-rice, fills it in a sack and sells in the
streets. As, there being no train, one cannotmake it

to the Sudder fromvillage.
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Babulal Ghosh
A color-painter by profession. Evenwent to the
other states to do thework of painting. Now,

no state provides himwith thework.
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Hashirani Malakar
Before being physically incapacitated, she used to sell
cow-dung cakes. She begged for alms in the bus-stand,

but no alms are handy there as of now.
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Ananta Hazra
A railway hawker. Putting on a towel on the head,

he is readywith his basket of guava. But
who will have his guava seasoned with chilly
and salt when the train does not move?
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Phulmani Das
She fries ground-nut daily at home at noon, and her husband
sells the nuts in the fields in the afternoon. But since a month

has elapsed, nobody seems to be interested in nuts.
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Binode Bagdi
Almost all the day he binds bidi (a small version of Indian
cigarette). Fewdays back, theman from the company came
and asked him not to bind them further. They say there is
notmuch demand of bidi during the lockdownperiod.
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Mahaprabhu Dey
Sells plastic-toys for the children. But in such a time of

distress, will people opt for food or toy?
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Rukhsana Khatun
An employee of someAaya-centre (Aaya= semi-nurse).

Nobody now engages her in thework for fear of
contamination. So, she has to go without any income at all.
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Bina Pal
She has a small shop of betel-nut and cigarette at the crossing
of the highway. It has remained closed for the past four

weeks ormore in the lonely highwaywith no buyer around.
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Asgar Ali
Inwinter and summer he cyclesmiles aftermileswith tin-
container full of date-molasses and sugarcane-molasses
respectively. During lockdownwho cares for hismolasses?
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Nityananda Ganai
He sells delicaciesmade of sesamum for a long long time.
The railway communication being stalled, it is only but a

false idea to go to towns and sell those delicacies.
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Parvati Mal
To put it straight, she is amaid-servant. However neat and
clean she presents herself, none in themiddle-class people

habitation zone summons her to cleanse and wash the utensils.
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Ekkari Haldar
Sells green coconuts in the railway station, bus-stand
and the court premises. Butwhere are the thirsty

pedestrians in the public roads?
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Padmarani Das
Cooks in amess-building. Themess is empty during the

lockdown. She had not got her salary for the last onemonth.
She is not sure if shewould get it the nextmonth.
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Manada Saha
She has a stall of telebhaja (fries) near the play-ground.

Thanks to the police, it has been closed down.
So, she has no work as of now.
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Saidur Rahaman
He cycles aroundwith two big baskets fastened on
both side of his two-wheeler, and buys and sells old,
broken, rusty stuff. But, at present, he is forbidden

to come to the towndaily fromhis village.
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Rafiq Ali
A daily-wager. His front teeth being raised, he seems to be
smiling all the time, although he has no food to eat.
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Mintu Shaikh
A labourer of the brick-field. The owner asks himnot to
come towork. So, he earns nothing as his wages.
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Radhika Mishra
Cooks for a pice hotel. The hotel is closed down for the time

being. How can she have her square meals a day?
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Rezaul Karim
A skilledmechanic for repairing umbrella. All his expertise
is now silent, thanks to the lockdown. Now, he frantically

looks out for his misplaced ration cards.
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Bishwanath Das
A commerce graduate, heworks in a printing press.

The owner has categorically stated that he would not pay
him any salary until the press opens.
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Bishnu Mahato
A tailor at the footpath in the office-complex zone.
They get their salary even if the office is closed.

But he becomesworkless.
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Golam Mortaja
A daily wager. He had a plan to go to Delhi in expectation
of a regularwork there. But all his dreams come to a naught.
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Paban Ruidas
Polishes shoes at the crossing of the main road. But,
only a few days back, hewas beaten by the police.
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Haripada Das
A famousKirtania (singer ofKirtan, the traditional devotional
song of Bengal) of Jatindas colony. He plays on the harmonium

all alone in his room. But howwill he procure food?
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Bhabadeb Mistry
Drives auto-rickshaw, though he has a title ofmistry
(mechanic). No auto-driving for over amonth.

All the savings exhausted.
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Sohail Shaikh
Awaiter of a Punjabi dhaba on the highway. The shutters

of the dhaba being closed, he has no food.
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Khadija Banu
Sometimes digs the earth, and again breaks the bricks

into pieces. Now spends a sleepless night
pondering over her ill fate.
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Narayanchandra Pal
An artisan.Makes small deities of clay. The lockdown
makes himworkless. No deity of LordGaneshwas sold

on the 1st day of Baisakh.
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Ashananda Karmakar
A van-rickshaw puller. Hemade his trips
only for two days in the last onemonth.
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Dildar Hussein
Makes quilts inwinter. In the remainingmonthsmakes
mattresses and pillows. Now, nowork at all either

at the shop or in the household.
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Durgarani Modak
A street-begger. But no alms available now. Spends her

days in expectation of doles by chance.
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Nirapada Biswas
A bus-conductor. Spends all the day on the road.

Nomovement in his life as of now.
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Tariq Ali
A railway porter. Inspite of being an elderly person,
he carries luggages. Sealdah Railway Station

being closed, he nearly goes on unfed.
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Dinanath Mandal and his son Sagar
Someone called them themigratory labourers. He is one of
them. He lost his work in the capital and reached home on

foot treading on nearly 250miles.






